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Predicting free energy landscapes for complexes of double-stranded
chain molecules
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We develop a statistical mechanical theory for the free energy landscapes for complexes of
double-stranded chain molecules. The theory is based on the generalized polymer graph, a graphical
representation for the conformations of the complexes. We compute the partition functions by
‘‘dividing and conquering’’ on the generalized polymer graph: we decompose a graph into simple
subunits, calculate the partition function of each subunit exactly, and treat the interactions between
subunits approximately, by calculating the localized interactions~of the nearest neighbor and the
next-nearest neighbor monomers! at the interface of subunits. Our tests against the exact computer
enumeration on the two-dimensional~2D! square lattice show that the theory is accurate. We apply
the theory to the computation of the free energy landscapes of three representative systems:
homopolymer–homopolymer, homopolymer–heteropolymer, and heteropolymer–heteropolymer
complexes, using contact-based energy functions for the homopolymer–homopolymer and
homopolymer–heteropolymer complexes, and stacking energies for the heteropolymer–
heteropolymer complexes~to mimic RNA secondary structures!. We find that the systems involving
homopolymers show smooth free energy landscapes, and undergo noncooperative structural
transitions during the melting process, and that the system of heteropolymers show rugged free
energy landscapes, and the thermal denaturation involves intermediate states and cooperative
structural transitions. We believe this approach maybe useful for computing the free energy
landscapes and the thermodynamics of DNA or RNA interactions and RNA binding to a DNA or
RNA target. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1345722#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cellular functions at the molecular level involve bindin
of biomolecules. For example, enzymes and substrates
functional complexes to catalyze biochemical reactio
RNA molecules bind partially or completely in gen
expression,1 splicing,2 and antisense regulation,3 and DNA
strands associate and dissociate in the duplication of D
Moreover, the rapidly developingin vitro DNA–RNA or
DNA–DNA hybridization microarray technology critically
relies on the formation of the bound complexes
molecules.4

How to predict the binding affinity, stability, stable na
tive, and intermediate states of the bound complex? We t
biomolecules as heteropolymers. Current approaches to
binding process often assumes that the molecules have
one or few ‘‘optimal’’ or ‘‘suboptimal’’ structures, and the
bound complex is formed through simple docking of the
structures.5,6 As a result of such approximations, the molec
lar complex has only a single optimal structure or few su
optimal structures. Such assumptions cause errors7 because
~1! the thermodynamic properties of the binding process
determined not only by few optimal and suboptimal stru
tures, but also by the fluctuations of these structures, an
the whole ensemble of intermolecular and intramolecu
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structures, and~2! the structures of the complex are ofte
formed through ‘‘induced fit’’—structures of the molecule
undergo rearrangement upon binding.8,9,10Therefore, to reli-
ably predict the thermodynamic properties of the molecu
complexes, we must consider the full ensemble of conform
tions for the complex of molecules.

Brute-force atomic modes, like molecular dynamics
Monte Carlo simulations, are limited by the incomplete sa
pling of the conformational space. On the other hand,
‘‘simplified models,’’ for example, the lattice mode,11 can
capture the full conformational ensemble for short chai
but they are limited to short chains with simplified cha
representations, and cannot give quantitative predictions
realistic biopolymers.

Recently, a third type of model has been developed. T
new model is based on the graph theoretic approach to c
conformational representation.12,13,14It treats conformational
ensemble in an analytical and rigorous way. The model
been tested and validated both by the two-dimensional~2D!
lattice models13 and by the experimental thermodynam
measurements.14 However, the applicability of the model i
limited to intramolecular folding, it is unable to treat th
folding and unfolding of intermolecular complexes. In th
present paper, we develop a new model to predict the st
tical thermodynamics of molecular complexes.

Models have been developed to calculate the disso
tion thermodynamics of DNA double strands, based on
il:
3 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Zimm–Bragg15,16 type of helix–coil transition theory.16–19

These models have been successful in predicting me
curves for short DNA duplexes under certain experimen
conditions. However their predictions become less succes
for long chains.17,18 One possible reason is that the helix
coil transition theory do not treat complex chain conform
tions with multiple branched nonlocal intrachain and int
chain contacts that occur for long chains, such as
structure shown in Fig. 1. Moreover, the helix–coil transiti
theory cannot accurately account for the sequence-depen
chain conformational entropy, because, for example, it
glects the sequence dependence of the loop entropy.20,21

In this paper, we describe the first steps toward a gen
statistical mechanical theory of the free energy landscape
the complexes of biopolymers. We define a bound comp
of chain molecules as a system of two molecules that con
at least one intermolecular contact. Our theory is based
the recently developed graph theoretic approach to the
culation of the partition function of chain molecules.12,13

From the partition functions, we compute the free ene
landscapes, from which we can predict the stability and
structural changes for the melting of the complex prior
dissociation.14,22,23,24 Because the general methodology
the graphic approach is independent of any specific ch
representation, the present theory is applicable to chain m
ecules with any given representations for conformations
energy functions, although we provide only lattice model t
in this paper.

II. FREE ENERGY LANDSCAPES OF BOUND
COMPLEXES

The association and dissociation of two molecules,
shown in Fig. 2, can be described by a ‘‘chemical equil
rium,’’

S11S18
S
2

,

FIG. 1. A bound complex of two double stranded chain molecules.

FIG. 2. Formation and dissociation of a bound complexS2 consisting of two
chain moleculesS1 andS18 .
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where ‘‘reactants’’S1 andS18 are the~dissociated! free mol-
ecules, and the ‘‘product’’S2 are the associated molecula
complex. The thermodynamic system consists of chain m
eculesS1 , S18 , andS2 , each having an ensemble of the cha
conformations.

The stability and stable states of a thermodynamic s
tem are determined by the free energy of the system. A p
erful mathematical quantity that directly relates the free
ergy to the structures is the free energy landscape.23,24,25It is
defined as the free energyF(x) for all the possible structure
described by structural parametersx. x can be, for example
the number of intrachain and interchain contacts for a ch
molecules.

A free energy landscape gives the distribution of all t
structures: stable states correspond to the valleys, and
stable states correspond to the hills of the landscape.
native structure corresponds to the global minimum~the
deepest valley! on the landscape, an the intermediate me
stable structures correspond to the local minima~valleys!.
The free energy landscape depends on external parame
such as temperature and solution condition. Changing
external parameters will lead to the change of the shap
the free energy landscape, and the change of the stable
metastable states. Therefore, the free energy landscape
single mathematical quantity that describes all the conform
tions and their stabilities of a biomolecule.

The free energyF(x) comes from the partition function
Z(x):F(x)52kT ln Z(x), Z(x) is the weighted sum over al
the possible states,

Z~x!5Sconf xe
2E/kT,

wherek is the Boltzmann constant,T is the temperature,S is
the sum over all the possible states described byx, including
translational, rotational, and conformational degrees of fr
doms, andE is the energy of an individual state.

Because we focus on the stability and conformatio
changes of the complex, we define the free energy la
scapesDF(x) in terms of the structural parameterx of the
complex, and choose the state of the free molecules as
reference state,

DF~x!5F2~x!2F12F1852kT lnH Z2~x!

Z1Z18
J , ~1!

whereF1 , F18 , andF2(x) are the free energies of the fre
moleculesS1 , S18 and the complexS2 , respectively, andZ1 ,
Z18 , andZ2(x) are the corresponding partition functions. Th
formation of a complex structure described by parameterx is
favorable than the separated state ifDF(x),0, and is unfa-
vorable otherwise.

If we neglect the correlation between the chain conf
mation and the translational and rotational degrees of fr
dom, we can write the chain partition function as16,18

Z2~x!5Z2
~ext!Q

2
~x!; Z15Z1

~ext!Q1 ; Z185Z18
~ext!Q18 ,

whereZ2
(ext) , Z1

(ext) , andZ18
(ext) are the translational and ro

tational partition functions, andQ2(x), Q1 , andQ18 are the
chain conformational partition functions. Letting

a5Z1
~ext!Z18

~ext!/Z2
~ext! ~2!
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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leaves

DF~x!52kT lnH Q2~x!

aQ1Q18
J . ~3!

a is related to the nucleation free energy for the formation
a complex,18,26 it contains the concentration-dependence a
other factors associated to the translational and rotationa
grees of freedom, for example, the dependence of the r
tional partition function on the principle moments of inert
of the molecules.16,17,18 As a first order approximation, we
neglect the temperature dependence ofa.

To obtain the free energy landscapeDF(x), we need to
calculate the partition functionsQ2(x) of the complex and
Q1 andQ18 of the free molecule. A graph theoretic approa
has been previously developed to compute the partition fu
tions for free molecules.12,13,14 In this work, we develop a
theory to compute the partition function of the complex.

III. THE PARTITION FUNCTION OF FREE
MOLECULES

We first briefly review the graph theoretic approach
the partition functions of the free molecules. Details of t
theory can be found in Refs. 12 and 13.

A. Polymer graph and partition function

As shown in Fig. 3, we represent chain conformations
polymer graphs: chain monomers are represented by v
ces, covalent bonds are represented by straight line links,
spatial contacts between monomers are represented
curved links.12 Figure 3 shows a hairpin conformation an
the corresponding polymer graph. A polymer graph is jus
graphical form of the intrachain contact map. The polym
graph is a completely general representation, so our gr
theory approach is not restricted to lattices or other sim
fied chain representations. The advantage for using
graphical representation is its mathematical convenience
simplicity, and its potential poser to analytically treat com
plicated chain conformations. A given polymer graph rep
sents an ensemble of chain conformations that are consi
with the given contact constraints, but conformations hav
constants other than those specified by the polymer gr
belong to other graphs. Any two pairs of curved links in
polymer graph must bear three types of relationships: nes
unrelated, or crossing linked; see Fig. 4. Graphs that invo
no crossing linked links describe a large class of ch

FIG. 3. A polymer graph~left! and the corresponding chain conformatio
~right!. The shaded region is a subunit in the polymer graph.
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conformations—the double stranded chain conformatio
examples of which include proteinb-sheet structures an
RNA secondary structures. In this work, we develop a the
for the calculation of the free energy landscapes for co
plexes of double stranded chain molecules.

In terms of the polymer graph, the partition function c
be calculated as the sum for all the possible graphs,

Q15SgraphVe2E/kT, ~4!

whereE is the energy andV is the number of chain confor
mations that satisfy the intermonomer contact constraints
picted by the polymer graph. The key problems for t
graphical approach are~1! to calculateV and~2! to sum over
all the possible graphs (Sgraph). To calculateV, we need to
use a matrix method.

B. The matrix method for the number of chain
conformations for a given polymer graph

Central to the computation ofV is the excluded volume
effect, i.e., two monomers cannot occupy the same posi
in space. Our approach to the excluded volume effect is ‘
viding and conquering’’ on the polymer graph.12,13By divid-
ing a complex graph into~graphical! subunits, we can reduc
a complex graph into computationally tractable smaller s
systems. A subunit is defined as a region in the gra
bounded by the edges~either the straight or curved links! and
containing no other edges in its interior~see Fig. 3, where a
subunit is represented as a shaded region on the graph!. Spe-
cifically, the calculation forV for a given graph involves two
steps: to count all the viable chain conformations for ea
subunit, as if they are isolated and independent of each o
and to assemble the subunit conformations into the full c
formations of the polymer graph. To assure that conform
tions of different subunits do not bump into each other~the
excluded volume effect!, a matrix method is used.

We classify the conformations of each subunit accord
to the shape of the ports through which it is connected
other subunits. On a 2D lattice, we classify the subunit c
formations into four types.12 To account for the interaction
between the subunits, we define two matrices:~a! the struc-
ture matrixS, where matrix elementSmn in the number of

FIG. 4. Any two pairs of links must bear three types of relationships: nes
unrelated, or linked.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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subunit chain conformations in which the ‘‘input’’ and ‘‘out
put’’ connections for the subunit of a graph are in the~mth,
nth! type conformational state, 1<m, n<4 on the 2D lat-
tice, and~b! the viability matrixY, where elementsymn51
or 0 if connection between typen and m confirmations is
viable or not viable.

A unique property of the polymer graphs for doubl
stranded chain conformations is that, through the graph
isomorphic transformations,27 the graphs can be treated as
transformed into sequentially connected~nested! subunits,
much like the way sections of train tracks or firehose
connected together.12,13 Consequently, considering only ex
cluded volume interactions between neighboring subun
we can compute the number of chain conformations of
graph as a product ofS andY matrices for the subunits. Fo
example, using the polymer graph in Fig. 3 as an illustrati
the number of chain conformations for the graph closed b
curved link between vertexx and y is given byU•V@x,y#
•U†, whereU5@1,1,1,1# andU† is the transpose ofU, and
matrix V@x,y# is given by12,13

V@x,y#5S~N!
•Y•S~N21!

•Y¯S~1!, ~5!

whereN is the number of~nested! subunits in the graph,S( j )

is the structure matrix of thejth subunit. To obtain the num
ber of chain conformations for the whole graph@V in Eq.
~4!#, we need also to include the tails (x0 to x andy to y0 in
Fig. 3!, with the excluded volume effect properl
considered.13

C. The partition function

To compute the partition function using Eq.~4!, we need
to sum over all the possible graphs@Sgraph in Eq. ~4!#. For
the double stranded chain conformations, we can develo
efficient dynamic programming algorithm to calculate t
sum.13 The idea is to start with a short chain segment a
elongate the chain by adding one monomer for each step,
to calculate recursively the partition function of the long
chain using the results for shorter chains.

We use the hairpin conformations in Fig. 3 for illustr
tion. The partition function for the graph closed by the lin
betweenx andy can be calculated asU•G* @x,y#•U†, where
matrix G* @x,y# is defined as

G* @x,y#5 (
all graphs

V@x,y#e2E/kT

and according to Eq.~5!, we can calculateG* @x,y# through
the following recursive relation:

G* @x,y#5 (
x8,y8

S~N!
•Y•G* @x8,y8#, ~6!

whereS(N) is the structure matrix of the shaded subunit
Fig. 3.

The above matrix method is applicable to any doub
stranded chain conformations. The method has been ri
ously tested and validated for chain conformations on the
lattice,13 and has been successfully applied to the predic
of free energy landscape for RNA secondary structures.14
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IV. THE PARTITION FUNCTION OF COMPLEXES

In this paper, we develop a graph theoretic approach
the calculation of the partition function (Q2) of the com-
plexes (S2). We represent conformations of the complex
a generalized polymer graph; see Fig. 5. We use two straigh
lines to represent the covalent bonds of the two chain m
ecules, align them in a straight line, and represent intrach
and interchain contacts as curved links connecting the co
sponding monomers. Since we are limited to the dou
stranded conformations, we do not allow crossing links
the generalized polymer graph. The partition function of t
complex can be defined as the weighted sum over all
possible generalized polymer graphs,

Q25Sgeneralized polymer graphVe2E/kT, ~7!

whereE is the energy arising from the interchain and intr
chain interactions,V is the number of complex conforma
tions for the generalized polymer graph. We now develo
new graphical method to treat the conformations of co
plexes.

Because in the conformational space, spatial conta
~curved links in the graph! and covalent bonds~straight line
links in the graph! constrain the chain configuration in ver
much the same way, we can deform the graph by chang
the curved links into straight line links. For the generaliz
polymer graph, we apply this graphical transformation to
innermost curved link that join the two chains, for examp
the link between monomersi andsj8 in Fig. 5. The transfor-
mation reduces the original generalized polymer graph in
composite graph consisting of two subgraphs—graphsA and
B in Fig. 5. Because subgraphsA andB are polymer graphs
for double-stranded conformations, they can be read
treated by the matrix method for a free molecules. We n
that bothA andB involve intrachain contacts, but subgrap
B contains nointerchain contacts; all the interchain contac
are contained in subgraphA.

Since graphsA and B are divided by the innermost in
terchain link betweensi andsj8 in Fig. 5, we call the inner-
most interchain link a divider of the generalized polym
graph. The basic strategy of our approach is to classify
generalized polymer graphs according to the divider, co
pute the conditional partition functionQ2

i j for each given
divided (si ,sj8), then the total partition functionQ2 of the
complex, which involves the sum over all the possible ge
eralized polymer graphs in Eq.~7!, can be calculated as th
sum ofQ2

i j over all the possible dividers,

Q25(
i , j

Q2
i j . ~8!

Subgraphs A and B can be treated as the po
ymer graphs of two chain molecules: chainA
(s1s2¯si 21sisj8sj 118 sj 128 ¯sL8

8 ), and chain B
(sLsL21¯si 11sisj8sj 218 sj 228 ¯s18); see Fig. 5. ChainA andB
both contain a noncovalent bond—the link betweensi and
sj8 , and thus are not physical chains that consist of o
covalently bonded monomers. We call chainA andB virtual
chains.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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FIG. 5. The conformation and
generalized polymer graph for a
bound complex S2 consisting of
two chains: S1(s1s2¯si 21si 21sisi 11

3si 12¯sL) and S18(s18s28¯sj 218

3sj 218 sj8sj 118 sj 128 ¯sL8
8 ). By treating

the innermost interchain link betwee
monomersi of chainS1 and monomer
sj8 of chainS18 as an equivalent ‘‘cova-
lent bond’’ ~straight line! link, we can
transform the original generalized
polymer graph into two subgraphsA
andB joined by thesisj8 link.
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To computeQ2
i j , the partition function of the complex

we first compute the partition functionsQA
i j andQB

i j of virtual
chainsA andB separately, treated them as isolated and in
pendent chains. One might take the direct productQA

i j
•QB

i j as
an approximation forQ2

i j . This is a good approximation onl
if A andB are disjoint graphs, corresponding to two indepe
dent virtual chains. However, sinceA and B are connected
through the divider, they are dependent on each o
through, for example, the excluded volume interactio
Therefore,QA

i j
•QB

i j overestimatesQ2
i j . To account for the

excluded volume interactions betweenA andB, we introduce
a correlation factorG i j , such that

Q2
i j 5QA

i j
•G i j •QB

i j . ~9!

In what follows, we develop a method to calculate partiti
functionsQA

i j , QB
i j and correlation factorG i j .

A. The partition function of the virtual chains

In this section, we calculateQA
i j and QB

i j for the virtual
chains. The partition functionQA

i j for chainA is calculated as
the Boltzmann weighted sum of all the possible polym
graphs that involve noncrossing links. We directly apply t
matrix method~see Sec. III and Refs. 12 and 13! developed
for the double-stranded free molecules to the (i 2 j 1L8
11)-mer chain A with the given sequence
s1s2¯si 21sisj8sj 118 sj 128 ¯sL8

8 . Note that part of the virtua
Downloaded 16 Mar 2001 to 128.206.125.7. Redistribution subject to
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chain belongs to the~physical! chainS1(s1s2¯si 21si), and
the other part belongs to the~physical! chain
S18(sj8sj 118 sj 128 ¯sL8

8 ). Therefore, the partition function o
virtual chain A contains the contributions from both inte
chain and intrachain contacts. Here interchain contacts r
to the contacts between monomers belonging to differ
~physical! chains (S1 andS18), and intrachain contacts are th
contacts between monomers belonging to the same~physi-
cal! chain.

Virtual chain B is a (j 2 i 1L11)-mer chain with se-
quencesLsL21¯si 11sisj8sj 218 sj 228 ¯s18 . Chain B does not
contain any inter-chain contacts, so the partition functionQB

i j

involves the sum over all the possible polymer graphs t
contain only intrachain contacts. To calculateQB

i j , we need
to modify the matrix method to exclude the interchain co
tacts. This can be readily done by settingG* @x,y#50 @see
Eq. ~6! and Fig. 3# for any interchain contacts betwee
monomerx and monomery, i.e., for xPs1 ,s2 , . . . ,sL and
yPs18 ,s28 , . . .sL8

8 , or xPs18 ,s28 , . . . ,sL8
8 , and y

Ps1 ,s2 , . . .sL .

B. The correlation factor

The correlation factor,G i j is introduced to account fo
the excluded volume interactions between subgraphsA and
B. According to Eq.~9!, G i j is defined as
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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FIG. 6. Conformation of the reduced
virtual chainsA, B, and complexAB
in the oligomeric system used to com
pute the correlation factorG i j .
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G i j 5Q2
i j /$QA

i j QB
i j %. ~10!

G i j 51 if ~virtual! chain A and ~virtual! chain B are com-
pletely independent, andG i j !1 if the steric conflictions be-
tween chainA and chainB are strong. BecauseB disallows
any interchain contact, which effectively leads to more e
tended conformations, conformations ofB would be more
likely to bump into conformations ofA. Therefore, we expec
the excluded volume interactions to be strong and henceG i j

to be small in general.
Because the two~virtual! chains are joined at the divide

the excluded volume interactions would be dominant n
the divider. Therefore, we focus on the monomers near
divider. To calculateG i j , we reduce the complexAB to an
oligomeric system that only includes monomers that are
nearest and next-nearest neighbors of monomerssi and sj8 .
Such a model system contains two reduced virtual cha
A(si 21si 21sisj8sj 118 sj 128 ) andB(si 12si 11sisj8sj 218 sj 228 ); see
Fig. 6. As a comparison, for free molecules, including t
nearest neighbors would be sufficient to account for the
cluded volume between subunits on the polymer graphs,
for the complexes, we need also to include the next nea
neighbors because the excluded volume confliction betw
A andB is stronger due to the more expanded conformati
of B.
Downloaded 16 Mar 2001 to 128.206.125.7. Redistribution subject to
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In the following, we apply Eq.~10! to the oligomeric
system in Fig. 6 to deriveG i j . In this paper, we use the 2D
lattice model for illustration, though the same methodolo
is applicable to more sophisticated chain representations.
cording to Eq.~10!, G i j can be determined by the followin
equation:

G i j 5QAB
i j /$QA

i j QB
i j
%, ~11!

where QA
i j , QB

i j , and QAB
i j are the partition functions for

~virtual! chainsA, B, and the complexAB in Fig. 6, respec-
tively. The three partition functions can be calculated rig
ously by exact enumeration on the 2D lattice.

QA
i j is calculated by enumerating all the possible dou

stranded conformations for the 6-mer cha
(si 21si 21sisj8sj 118 sj 128 ) on the 2D lattice. There are totall
47 conformations forA, including 29 conformations tha
involve no contact. We assume energyE50 for con-
formations involving no any contact. The energy for a co
formation with contacts depends on the sequence and en
function. There are totally 47229518 conformations that
involve contacts. These conformations are the first 18 c
formations listed in Fig. 7. We denote the energy of thenth
conformation in Fig. 7 byEn(n51,2, . . .,18), and define
-

-
s-
o
he
FIG. 7. The conformations of the re
duced virtual chainA with different
chain lengths~see Fig. 6!. Only con-
formations involving contacts are in
cluded, because these are the only po
sible conformations that have nonzer
energies. The dashed lines denote t
links between si and sj8 , and the
monomers in gray issj8 .
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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TABLE I. The density of states ofAB.
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vn5e2En /kT. Summing over all the conformations with an
without contacts, we obtain the partition functionQA

i j ,

QA
i j

5 (
n51

18

vn129.

The conformations that contribute to the partition fun
tion QB

i j do not contain any interchain contact. We find th
the 29 conformations without contacts are the only via
conformation for chainB. Therefore, the partition function
of B is QB

i j
529.

To calculatedQAB
i j , the partition function for the com

plex AB, we exhaustively enumerate all the viable confo
mations for the complexAB. Since none of the conforma
tions of B contains contact, the energy ofB is zero,
therefore, the energy ofAB comes from the contribution o
A. By collecting up conformations according to their ene
gies, we obtain the density of statesg(E) for the complex, as
shown in Table I. With the density of states, we can wr
QAB

i j as

QAB
i j

5 (
n50

18

g~En!e2En /kT,

wheren50 denotes the conformations without any conta
From the above results forQA

i j , QB
i j , andQAB

i j , we can ob-
tain G i j from Eq. ~11!.

The above derivation forG i j assumes theA andB both
are 6-mer chain segments, which occurs for 3< i<L22 and
3< j <L822. However, wheni or j is close to either end o
the chains,A or B may becomes shorter than 6-mer, in whi
case we must computeG i j separately. For example, ifi
51, 3< j <L822, thenA becomes a 5-mer chain. In Fig. 7
for different i and j’s, we exhaustively list all the possibleA
conformations that contain contacts. These are the only
sible conformations that have nonzero energy contributi
to A and AB. For example, the conformations for a 5-m
chain are listed in the 19th to 24th item. We denote
energy for thenth conformation in Fig. 7 to beEn , and
definedvn5e2En /kT. In Table II, for differenti and j’s we
list the results in terms ofvn for QA

i j , QB
i j , andQAB

i j , from
which G i j can be determined by Eq.~11!.

C. Test of the model

The most direct test is for system with the simplest e
ergy function. To test our theory, we choose a model syst
consisting of two homopolymer chains, and assume
monomers in contact stick to each other with an energy2e.
We use the above theory to compute the partition functi
for complexes of short homopolymer chains at different te
peratures, and compared the results to those obtained
exact computer enumeration.
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We first validate the calculation for the partition functio
Q2

i j for fixed positions of the divider (i , j ) @see Eq.~8!#.
Figure 8~A! shows the comparison of the theory and t
exact computer enumeration for a complex of two 12-m
chains with (i , j )5(11,2) and~3,10!. Our results show per-
fect agreement for a wide temperature range. We then
for the total partition function of the complexQ2 by sum-
ming over all the possiblei and j’s @see Eq.~8!#. We have
tested for different chain length (L,L8)5(12,12) and~13,6!.
As shown in Fig. 8~B!, the comparisons with exact comput
enumeration again show that our theoretical predictions
essentially exact.

V. PREDICTING FREE ENERGY LANDSCAPES OF
COMPLEXES

In this section, we illustrate the applications of th
theory by studying the free energy landscapes and the
formational change as a function of temperature for sev
2D lattice model systems. The purpose of the calculation
to demonstrate the generality of the model to treat
mopolymers and heteropolymers with specific sequences
with different energy functions, and to investigate the fr
energy landscapes of these systems.

To investigate the structural transitions as temperatur
changed, we calculated the heat capacitiesC1(T), C18(T),
andC2(T) of free moleculesS1 , S18 , and the complexS2 ,
respectively. Heat capacities are determined by the sec
order derivatives of the partition functions and the fr
energies.28 For example,C2(T)5(]/]T)@kT2(]/]T)ln Q2#,
whereQ25SxQ2(x) is the total partition function for all the
possible conformationsx of the complexes. The peaks of th
melting curves suggest structural transitions. ThoughC2(T),
C1(T), and C18(T) are not the heat capacities of the tot
system (S11S181S2) that involve free moleculesS1 , S18 ,
and bound complexS2 , as we still see, the heat capaci
melting curves facilitate the analysis of the conformation
transitions.

To compute the free energy landscapesDF(x), defined
in Eqs.~1! and~3!, we must first choose the parameterx used
to describe the chain conformations. In order to depict f
energy landscapes as useful 3D graphical representation
need to plotDF(x) as a function oftwo variables. To di-
rectly relate the free energy landscape to the association
dissociation of the complex, we choosex5(N,NN), where
N is the total number of intrachain contacts andNN is the
number of interchain contacts.NN>1 corresponds to the
state of a complex, andNN50 corresponds to the state o
separated chains~free molecules!. Each point (N,NN) rep-
resents a large ensemble of conformations that are colle
together under the same number of intrachain and interc
contacts, and the thermodynamic average of these confo
tions givesDF(N,NN).
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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Downloaded 16
TABLE II. Partition functionsQAB
i j , QA

i j , andQB
i j , for the virtual chainsA, B, and complexAB, respectively.

With the partition functions,G i j can be determined from Eq.~11!.

i,j QA
i j QB

i j QAB
i j

3< i<L22, S i 51
18 v i129 29 12v114v214v312(v61v71v81v10

3< j <L822 1v111v131v151v17)124
i 52, S i 519

24 v i112 29 9v1912v201v211v221v231v24117
3< j <L822
j 5L821, S i 525

30 v i112 29 9v2512v261v271v281v291v30117
3< i<L22
i 5L21, S i 51

18 v i129 12 6v112(v21v31v81v101v131v15)
3< j <L822 1v61v71v111v17118
j 52, S i 51

18 v i129 12 6v112(v21v31v61v71v111v17)
3< i<L22 1v81v101v131v15118
i 51, v331v3417 29 12v33112v34148
3< j <L822
j 5L8, v311v3217 29 12v31112v32148
3< i<L22
i 5L, S i 51

18 v i129 7 4(v11v21v51v61v7)12(v31v41v11

3< j <L822 1v121v171v18)1v81v101v131v15132
j 51, S i 51

18 v i129 7 4(v11v31v81v91v10)12(v21v41v11

3< i<L22 1v121v171v18)1v81v101v131v15132
i 5L21, j 51 S i 51

18 v i129 3 2(v11v31v81v91v10)1v21v41v6

1v71v111v121v131v141v161v17130
i 5L, j 52 S i 51

18 v i129 3 2(v11v31v51v61v7)1v21v41v8

1v101v111v121v131v141v151v17130
i 52, j 5L8 or 3 29 29
i 51, j 5L821
i 52, j 5L821 v3515 29 16v35114
i 5L21, j 52 S i 51

18 v i129 5 3v11v21v31v61v71v81v101v11

1v131v151v17112
i 52, j 52 S i 519

24 v i112 12 6v1912v2012v2112v221v231v24112
i 5L21, j 5L821 S i 525

30 v i112 12 6v2512v2612v2712v281v291v30112
i 51, j 51 v331v3417 7 4v3314v34134
i 5L, j 5L8 v311v3217 7 4v3114v32134
i 5L21, j 5L8 v311v3217 7 5v3115v32127
i 51, j 52 v331v3417 7 5v3315v34127
i 5L, j 5L821 S i 525

30 v i112 7 4v2514v261v271v281v291v30128
i 52, j 51 S i 519

24 v i112 7 4v1914v201v211v221v231v24128
pe
ta
io
ta

m-
ly.

x

ruc-

ch
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r t
Change of temperature causes the change of the sha
the free energy landscape, and thus the changes of the s
states of the system. To obtain the structural informat
from the free energy landscapes, we calculate the con
probability p(x,y) for each pair of monomers (x,y). Since
an intrachain contact pair between monomerx and y could

FIG. 8. ~A! Tests for the partition functionQ2
i j for the complex of two

12-mer homopolymer chains, for (i , j )5(3,10) and~11,2!. ~B! Test for the
total partition function Q2 of the complex for different chain length
(L,L8)5(12,12) and~13,6!. We assume monomers in contact stick to ea
other with an energy2e. The symbols are for the exact results from e
haustive computer enumeration on the 2D lattice, and the lines are fo
results from our theory.
 Mar 2001 to 128.206.125.7. Redistribution subject to
of
ble
n
ct

occur either in the complex or in a free molecules, we co
putep(x,y) for complexes and for free molecules separate
p(x,y) is calculated from the partition functions,29

p~x,y!5Q2~x,y!/Qtot for the complex,

p~x,y!5Q1~x,y!•Q2 /Qtot for the free moleculeS1 ,

p~x,y!5Q18~x,y!•Q2 /Qtot for the free moleculesS18 ,

whereQ2(x,y), Q1(x,y), and Q18(x,y) are the conditional
partition functions forS2 , S1 , and S18 , respectively, under
the condition that monomersx and y must form a contact,
Q2 , Q1 , andQ18 are the partition functions of the comple
S2 and of free moleculeS1 andS18 , respectively,Qtot is the
total partition function,Qtot5Q21aQ1Q18 . From the con-
tact probabilities, we can deduce the structures or the st
tural distributions.

We representp(x,y) by a density plot. For anL-mer
chain S1 and L8-mer chainS18 , the density plot is a@L
1L8#3@L1L8# matrix, where the firstL columns and rows
represent theL monomers of moleculeS1 , and the nextL8
columns and rows represent the monomers of moleculeS18 .
We use the upper half (y.x) of the plot for the contacts in
the complexS2 , and the lower half (y,x) for the contacts

he
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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for the free molecules. As shown in Fig. 9, in this way, w
can divide the density plot into five regions, corresponding
the probability for the formation of five different types o
contacts: the self-contact of chainS1 and of chainS18 in the
bound complex and in the free molecules, and the interch
contacts in the complex.

Our theory is applicable to the complexes of chains
any length and any sequence, for any given energy funct
~Hamiltonians!. In the following, we study the formation
of homopolymer–homopolymer, heteropolymer–hom
polymer, and heteropolymer–heteropolymer complex
with increasing sequence heterogeneity. We choose 16
chains for bothS1 andS18 . For convenience, we consider th
melting of the complexes, rather than the annealing of t
chains into a complex. For the equilibrium thermodynami
the melting and annealing process are reversible.

A. Homopolymer–homopolymer complex with
contact-based energy functions

We consider the association of two 16-mer h
mopolymers that have identical sequenc
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA. We assume that each conta
has an attractive energy2e.

We first calculate the heat capacity melting curves of
complex and for the free molecule. From the melting curv
~see Fig. 10!, we find that the complex and the free molecu
show single peaked melting curves atkT/e.0.820.9, sug-
gesting possible structural transitions near this tempera
region.

The free energy landscapes and structural changes
certainly depend on the parametera defined in Eq.~2!. Dis-
sociation of the complex becomes more favorable for lar
a than for smallera, and fora smaller than certain critica
value, the dissociation of the complex may become imp
sible for a thermodynamic equilibrium system. We will di
cuss two representative values ofa (a518 anda55000)

FIG. 9. The plot of the contact probabilityp(x,y) is divided into five re-
gions:~I! self-contacts of chainS1 in the complex,~II ! self-contacts of chain
S18 in the complex,~III ! interchain contacts between chainS18 andS18 in the
complex,~IV ! self-contacts in the free chainS1 , and~V! self-contacts in the
free chainS18 . The firstL rows and columns represent the sequence of ch
S1 , and the nextL8 rows and columns represent the sequence of chainS18 .
L andL8 are the length of theS1 andS18 , respectively.
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separately, because they have distinctive energy lands
for the melting process. We show the density plot for t
contact probabilityp(x,y) and the 3D surface plot for the
free energy landscapeDF(N,NN) in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 for
a518 anda55000, respectively.

For a518 ~Fig. 11!, the p(x,y) plot shows that a low
temperatures~e.g., atkT/e50.1), the homopolymers form
complexes, and most of the complexes involve the end–
interchain contact betweenx51 of S1 and y516 of S18 or
betweenx516 of S1 andy51 of S18 . Complexes are formed
at low temperature because they can achieve the maxim
number of ~energetically favorable! contacts. There are a
large ensemble of conformations of the complex that c
have the maximum number of contacts. The free ene
landscape shows that atkT/e50.1, the free energy minima
are continuously distributed along the diagonalN1NN
516, indicating an ‘‘amorphous’’ molten native structure
the complex. At higher temperatures, the system remain
be a complex state, but the interchain and intrachain cont
are disrupted, and the most favorable contacts are the l
self-contacts between monomersx and y5x13 (1<x
<13), because these local contacts cause minimal entr
loss. WhenkT/e>1, the global minimum on the landscape
on NN51, corresponding to the complex with only one i
terchain contact, and the minimum continuously mov
alongNN51 to smallN values, corresponding to the disrup
tion of the intrachain contacts.

An intriguing phenomena for the homopolymer syste
with a518 is the consistent dominance of the compl
structures throughout the melting process. In other wo
the two chains virtually never separate, even at high temp
tures. The physical reason is the following. According to
definition, a complex involves at least one interchain conta
For a complex, different ways of forming the interchain co
tacts lead to a large combinatory entropy. When chains
separated, the system loses this combinatory entropy~of the
complex!, but gains the translational and rotational entro
~of free molecules!. In order for the complete chain separ
tion to occur,a must be at least large enough to compens
the loss of the combinatory entropy. There exists a criti

n

FIG. 10. The predicted melting curve for the heat capacities of the com
S2 of two 16-mer homopolymer and the free homopolymerS1 . We assume
monomers in contact stick to each other with an energy2e.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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FIG. 11. The free energy landscap
and contact probability at differen
temperatures fora518 of the two ho-
mopolymer complex.
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valuea* in order for the complex to eventually dissociate~at
high temperature!,

a* 5Q2 /@Q1Q18#uT→` . ~12!

We found a* >500 for the homopolymer–homopolyme
system.

For a55000(.a* ) ~Fig. 12!, the chains form com-
plexes at low temperatures (kT/e50.1). As temperature is
increased tokT/e50.5, chain separation occurs. Intere
ingly, at the transition temperature, the contact probabi
p(x,y) for the self-contacts of chainS1(S18) in the complex
and in the free molecules show nonsymmetric distributio
indicating that the dissociation of the complex involves
distribution of the chain conformations. The free molecu
not only involve local contacts between monomersx and y
5x13(1<x<13) that exist in complexes but also ha
nonlocal contacts between monomerx51 and y516 be-
cause the nonlocal contact are well populated in the first
excited states.13 As temperature is further increased~e.g.,
kT/e51), two chains are completely separated, and
chains exist as free molecules.

The free energy landscape at low temperature (kT/e
50.1) has the same shape as that fora518. However, un-
Downloaded 16 Mar 2001 to 128.206.125.7. Redistribution subject to
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like the a518 case, forkT/e larger than 0.5, besides th
minima that correspond to the low energy molten state of
complex, the landscape shows a new deep minimum atNN
50, corresponding to a stable state of separated cha
These two sets of minima coexist, and the barrier betw
them shows that the dissociation of the complex is a therm
dynamically cooperative transition. At higher temperatur
the global minimum of the landscape moves along theNN
50 line, corresponding to the unfolding of the free mo
ecules.

B. Homopolymer–heteropolymer complex with
contact-based energy functions

We next study the binding of a 16-mer heteropolym
and a 16-mer homopolymer chain. We assume a binary
quence:BABABABAABABABABfor S1 , and a homopoly-
mer sequence:AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAfor S18 . We define
an attractive energy2e for eachA–A or B–B contact, and
energy 0 forA–B contacts.

The heat capacity melting curves of the complexS2 and
the free moleculesS1 andS18 are shown in Fig. 13. We find
that the complex undergoes two transitions atkT/e>0.3 and
e
t

FIG. 12. The free energy landscap
and contact probability at differen
temperatures fora55000 of the two
homopolymer complex.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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0.6, respectively, and the free moleculesS1 andS18 undergo
single transitions atkT/e>0.7 and 0.8, respectively.

Equation ~12! gives the criticala value for the chain
separation to occur: a* >85 for the homo-
polymer–heteropolymer system. We discuss two casea
54(,a* ) anda5500(.a* ) separately.

Throughout the melting process, we find that, the sys
involves multiple structural transitions, and due to the pr
ence of the homopolymer, each phase of the system is i
‘‘amorphous’’ state with no uniquely defined structures.

1. aÄ4

See Fig. 14 for the free energy landscape and the con
probability plot.

a. Noncooperative chain separation:At low tempera-
ture kT/e50.1, the free energy landscape shows a serie
minima along the diagonalN1NN515 with extensive inter-
chain contacts (NN>4), suggesting a molten native state
the bound complex. Figure 15~A! shows three typical native
structures obtained from the contact probability plot in F

FIG. 13. The predicted melting curve for the heat capacities of a 16-
heteropolymer (S1), a 16-mer homopolymer (S18), and the bound complex
S2 of the homopolymer and the heteropolymer. ChainS1 and S18 have se-
quencesBABABABAABABABABand AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA, re-
spectively. We assume an attractive energy2e for each A–A or B–B
contact, and energy 0 for each AB contact.
Downloaded 16 Mar 2001 to 128.206.125.7. Redistribution subject to
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14. These structures contain the maximum numberN
1NN515) of theA–A contacts with the lowest energyE
5215e. As temperature is increased, the minima on the f
energy landscape gradually deviate from the diagonaN
1NN515, and in the meantime move toward position w
small NN values, suggesting the separation of the cha
Such a structural transition corresponds to the first pea
kT/e>0.3 for the heat capacity melting curve of the com
plex in Fig. 13. Because the positions of the minima contin
ously change asT is changed, the conformational ‘‘trans
tion’’ is noncooperative. Figure 15~B! shows two structures
of the complex atkT/e50.5. Fora54, the complete chain
separation (NN50) does not occur, even at high temper

er

FIG. 15. Three typical structures of a 16-mer heteropolymer and 16-
homopolymer bound complex atkT/e50.1 ~A! and atkT/e50.5 ~B!.
e
t

.

FIG. 14. The free energy landscap
and contact probability at differen
temperatures for a54 of the
heteropolymer–homopolymer system
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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FIG. 16. The free energy landscap
and contact probability at differen
temperatures for a5500 of the
heteropolymer–homopolymer system
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ture. As temperatureT is further increased, the minima of th
free energy landscape move to the smallest possible valu
NN for a bound complex:NN51. Complexes withNN51
have the maximum entropy for given~N! intrachain contacts

b. Noncooperative melting of the intrachain contacts
As temperature is further increased, the minima on the
energy landscape move alongNN51 toward smallerN val-
ues, corresponding to the melting of the intrachain conta
As shown in Fig. 14, the minima move continuously, so t
structural change is noncooperative.

2. aÄ500

See Fig. 16 for the free energy landscape and the con
probability plot.

a. Cooperative chain separation:On the free energy
landscape, the native state corresponds to a series of mi
along the diagonalN1NN515. Figure 15~A! shows three
typical structures of the native state. AsT is increased, the
minima move continuously toward smallerNN(NN>1) val-
ues, corresponding to the gradual separation of the comp
As T is further increased, a new minimum atNN50, N
515 appears, corresponding to a new stable state—the c
pletely separated free molecules. The minima for the sta
states of the complex and the new minimum for the f
molecules are divided by a free energy barrier, indicatin
cooperative transition for the complete dissociation of
complex. For largera, the barrier is higher, and the cha
separation transition is more cooperative.

b. Noncooperative melting of the intrachain contacts
After the complex is completely dissociated (NN50), the

FIG. 17. The stack conformation formed by two consecutive contacts (X,Y)
and (X8,Y8). We assume four types of monomers:A, U, C, G,to mimic the
RNA stacking interactions.
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contacts in the free chains will be disrupted as temperatur
further increased. On the free energy landscape, this is m
fested as the continuous move of the minimum alongNN
50 toward smallerN values~see Fig. 16!. Since minimum
moves continuously, the structural change is noncoopera

C. Heteropolymer–heteropolymer complex with
stacking-based energy functions

The thermal melting transition of a heteropolyme
heteropolymer complex certainly depends on the seque
of the heteropolymers. We assume four-letter codes~A, U, C,
andG! for the sequences of the heteropolymers to mimic
four types of nucleotides in RNA molecules. In our calcu
tion, we choose sequenceAAAAAUUUUUCCGGGGfor
chain S1 and AAAAAUUUUUGGCCCCfor chain S18 .
Both chains have 16 monomers. We use a RNA-like b
stacking energy functions for the system~see Fig. 17!. We
assume that only two stacks formed by Watson–Crick p
(A–U or C–G) have nonzero energy, and eachA–U pair
contributes an energy2e/2, and eachG–C pair contributes
and energy2e.

FIG. 18. The predicted melting curve for the heat capacities of t
16-mer heteropolymers: AAAAAUUUUUCCGGGG(S1) and
AAAAAUUUUUGGCCCC(S18), and the bound complexS2 of these two
heteropolymers. The stacking energy function is used. Interestingly, bec
of the complementarity between the sequence ofS1 and ofS18 , they show
the same melting curve.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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FIG. 19. The free energy landscap
and contact probability at differen
temperatures for a54 of the
heteropolymer–heteropolymer system
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We first calculate the heat capacity melting curves
the complexS2 and the two free moleculesS1 and S18 . As
shown in Fig. 18, the melting curves of the complex has t
peaks atkT/e>0.3 and 0.7, respectively, suggesting tw
structural transitions during the melting process, and the
molecules involve single transitions.

The critical value ofa for the chain separation to occu
is estimated from Eq.~12!: a* .410. Therefore, we discus
two different a’s: a54(,a* ) and a52000(.a* ) sepa-
rately. Figure 19 and Fig. 20 show the free energy la
scapes and the contact probabilityp(x,y) for a54 anda
52000, respectively.

At low temperaturekT/e50.1, the free energy land
scape has a global minimumX at position (NN,N)5(6,8),
which, according to the contact probability plot, correspon
to three native structures, as shown in Fig. 21. By compa
the native structures of the complex and the native struct
of the free molecules in Fig. 21, we find that the complexS2

is formed fromS1 andS18 through induced fit because bo
S1 andS18 undergo significant structural rearrangement up
binding.

As temperature is increased, a new minimum~valley! at
Y is formed on the landscape alongNN56 with 0<N<8
~see Fig. 19!, representing an ensemble of conformations
the partially dissociated complex that contain six interch
contacts. The intermediate stateY has a well-defined struc
ture, as shown in Fig. 21 forkT/e50.5. Y is formed by the
melting of the intrachain contacts while keeping the int
chain contact intact. This shows that the interchain conta
are more stable than the intrachain contacts. Physically
is because theC–G bonds in the interchain contacts a
energetically more stable than theA–U bonds in the intra-
Downloaded 16 Mar 2001 to 128.206.125.7. Redistribution subject to
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chain contacts in the native stateX of the complex. The
transition from the native stateX to the intermediate stateY
occurs atkT/e.0.3, corresponding to the first peak, of th
melting curves of the complex in Fig. 18. BecauseX andY
are separated by a free energy barrier on the landscape
transition fromX to Y is thermodynamically cooperative.

As the temperature is further increased, atkT/e.0.7,
another new valley~minimum! Z appears on the landscape
NN51 for small a ~e.g., a54), or at NN50 for largea
~e.g.,a5500). Z corresponds to the final denatured state
the system:NN51 state corresponds to the denatured co
plex structure with only one interchain contact, and theNN
50 state corresponds to the completely separated cha
Since theY and Z are separated by a barrier, the transiti
from the intermediate stateY to the final denatured stateZ is
cooperative.

V. SUMMARY

We have developed an analytical method to rigorou
compute the free energy landscapes for double-stran
chain molecules. Our new model can include the comp
ensemble of double-stranded conformations for the free m
ecules and the bound complexes. Therefore, this model
treat the conformational rearrangement upon binding
chain molecules~‘‘induced fit’’ !, and can treat free energ
changes and binding affinities based on the full ensembl
chain conformations, including native and non-native sta

Our model studies for the homopolymer–homopo
mer, homopolymer–heteropolymer, and heteropolyme
heteropolymer complex systems show quite distinctive f
energy landscapes and structural changes for these sys
e
t

.

FIG. 20. The free energy landscap
and contact probability at differen
temperatures for a52000 of the
heteropolymer–heteropolymer system
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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FIG. 21. The native states of the fre
molecules and stable structures of th
heteropolymer–heteropolymer com
plex at different temperatures.
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depending on the competition between the conformatio
free energy of the complex and the rotational and tran
tional free energy of the free molecules. We find that the f
energy landscapes for systems involving homopolymers
smoother than the heteropolymer systems, and the struc
changes are less cooperative. For the heteropolymer sys
we find that the landscapes are bumpy, involving interme
ate states of bound complexes prior to complete dissocia
and the system involves cooperative structural transition

Though our theory was tested and validated on the
lattice, the general methodology is applicable to off-latt
chains with any given sequences with general energy fu
tions. We believe this approach may be useful for comput
the free energy landscapes and the thermodynamics of D
or RNA interactions and the binding to a DNA or RN
target.
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